“Pathway to Joy and Wellbeing” Trio
Art of Raising Frequency™ High Vibrational Art
and Chakra Key Healing Discs™ that synergize
particularly well with this trio… Essence of Life,
Heart of Compassion, Flower of Connection

“Pathway to Joy and Wellbeing” Trio
This special trio, anchored by the phenomenal Emerald, Morganite and Platinum multi-alchemy bowl,
offers tremendous support to 6 major endocrine glands and the entire chakra system, helping to restore
balance and harmony to body, mind and soul. This trio is undoubtedly a wonderful tool that helps create a
pathway to Joy, Healing and Wellbeing.

“Pathway to Joy and Wellbeing” Trio …
Discount Price $4325.00, also includes 3 Chakra Healing Discs!
Normal Retail $ $4832.00
9” Celestite Alchemy™ Tone F# +45: Supports supports High Heart Chakra, Thymus, Immune System
A tone to activate and align the High Heart Chakra, our energetic seat of compassion, combined with the
Celestite alchemy that joyously and serenely bridges to the higher dimensions… a powerful tool to stimulate
deep feelings of “wholeness”.
8” Emerald, Morganite Platinum Alchemy™ Tone D# -35: Supports Adrenals and Pancreas.
Wow! This is one of the most amazing bowls I have ever encountered … beautiful tone and a stunning mix of
alchemies. Morganite and Emerald are crystals of unconditional love and enormous forgiveness. They open
the heart at multiple levels, helping us connect to the immense healing power of Divine Love. This is a
powerful combination for emotional healing… stresses, repressed fears, and negative emotions that often
underpin physical illness, are brought to the surface for forgiveness, clearing and release. The result is a
feeling of lightness, peace and harmony that helps set the stage for enhanced Joy and Wellbeing in our lives.
6” Ruby Alchemy™ Tone A# -30: Supports the Pineal Gland, Pituitary and Hypothalamus
Rounding out the trio, Ruby is a powerful alchemy for the root chakra, bringing grounding and a strong
earth connection, together with increased vitality, zest for life and a true expression of our creative energy.
Ruby has an empowering vibration, radiating universal wisdom, wholeness of health and abundance.
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